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toward noon
[arrogant, haughty]
afterrrr...
[roll]
just
that
brief

blue
[wondering]
[loving]
[erotic]

darkness
[throat [click]
rattle] [rattle]
nightfall

bound

boud

bd

bd b bd d bd
d by

[expanding & changing]

and we turn to that

and again

[accel]

[accel molto]

[slowing]

[long] [erotic]

[low laugh, erotic fantasy]

and like stars

[stretch from sleep]
[lip [widen lips & sneer] show teeth] l---- ik e
[big tongue] [throat clicks ...]
[throat click] multiple

f-- f--alse t--ee--th th
[bland] [tongue click] multiple

-th we come ou------t
[tongue gets in the way] [disgusted, low]

3. How would we know b-li----ned blinded blinded
spoken [scream] [accel]

multiple

(ah) b-li----n ded... by words
[surprised, spoken full-voiced]

4. mp as we are
[hands behind back, military rest]
5.

the b-l-o-o-d g-u-e-s-s of

morning on the rock-ss ck-ss [tongue click] [as waves]

how it dawns on the g-

gu (a) - [gull sound] gu (a) - [gull sounds] gu (a)- [singing]

[lolling tongue] - s c- [throat creak]

- k of their th- thr-o [long]
- ts [as wind] [add teeth whistle]

multiple

a - g - gain - st

[resonate a rhythm]

- st s - -al- t w - [half whistle] pp
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